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Unnatural Processes is a 22-minute piece for live performer, and RHEA, Winfried 

Ritsch's piano playing robot.1  The piece is in three movements performed without pause 

and subtitled: 

 

A. reflections move in both directions 

B. border state's rights 

C. the flock momentarily assumes an aspect of the head of Dmitri Shostakovich before departing into 

the distance.  

 

 
Figure 35: Winfried Ritsch’s RHEA, a Vortsetzer, or piano-playing robot. 

 

 

3.2.1 Structure and Compositional Considerations 

 

A performer interfaces RHEA across a network, with a computer running Pure Data.  

In each of the three movements, musical materials aggregate, interact, or decompose.   In 

                                                           
1 http://algo.mur.at/projects/autoklavierspieler 

http://algo.mur.at/projects/autoklavierspieler


each of the three movements musical time is structured differently, and each uses different 

technology to bridge a performer’s activities on a computer keyboard with RHEA’s 

servosservo motors on a piano keyboard.   

 

The work repeatedly creates the expectation that it will continue to progress in a 

linear manner, but frustrates this with textures that gradually increase in ambiguity, 

undermining certainty as to structure or orientation.  At such points materials and processes 

in the work may then dissolve, or simply vanish, to be followed by introduction of another 

thread.  In the case of the final movement, this thread offers a return to the world outside of 

the piece. 

 

 The title for this work refers to a 1990 paper by Nobel prize winning chemist and 

philosopher Ilya Prigogine called Time, Dynamics and Chaos: Integrating Poincare's 'Non-

Integrable Systems' (Prigogine, 1990).  Prigogine’s discussion of the nature of time and 

concepts of order in systems that have many similar parts inspired me to look more deeply 

into his writing.  An earlier volume, co-authored by Belgian philosopher Isabelle Stengers, 

offered a counterintuitive image of entropic systems that can increase in order and even self-

organize into hierarchical structures, in what they refer to as systems “far from equilibrium” 

(Prigogine and Stengers, 1984).  I was particularly keen to consider what it would mean 

musically to be far from equilibrium, and to test the notion that transitions between energy 

levels might lead to order from disorder.   

 

3.2.2 Keyboard Interfaces and Quantized Fields of Material 

 

 The combination of RHEA and the piano provided an extremely fortuitous pairing  

for my experiments and the performed work that developed.   RHEA allows for the 

independent performance of each of a piano’s keys at rates and dynamics limited by the 

condition and structure of the piano on which the RHEA robot is mounted.  The very fast, 

but mechanically limited servo motors, hardware, and network with which RHEA performs 

provide other physical limitations.  Outperforming the leading commercial mechanical 

pianos in terms of number of keys playable at a given time, and maximum and minimum 



velocities with which each key may be played (Steinway & Sons, 2018), RHEA nevertheless 

shares with a standard piano and human performer some inherent resistances and 

limitations which assisted me in focusing my approach to realizing this piece. 

  

A key aspect of working with a piano is the keyboard interface itself, which provides 

both constraint and access.  It is a trace of a performer’s interaction with this interface that is 

eventually diffused through the soundboard and out into the room.  Thus, gesture is 

distanced, delayed, or differed by the interface on the way to the production of sound.  

Electronic musical instrument interface designers often eschew keyboards in favour of 

interfaces that purport to offer greater gestural control, along with performance surfaces 

more appropriate to temperaments other than 12-TET.2   However, with digital instruments 

the distance between performer and sound production mechanism, combined with the 

palpable latency that accompanies all digital computation,3 function to differ the production 

of sound from the moment of its initiation. This lends performance on digital instruments an 

uncanny sense of suspended reality.  The opportunity to combine a computer’s ability to run 

multiple simultaneous processes with the acoustical dynamics of a piano seemed a unique 

opportunity to address these fields of resistance compositionally and through performance. 

 

The equally tempered octaves of the piano proved to be another inspiring limitation 

in focusing my conceptual approach.  In contrast to the sound design possibilities offered by 

the extremelysculpturally plastic situation of electronic music broadcast over many 

loudspeakers, the piano offers a specific gamut of timbre articulated by a given chromatic 

array.  This suited my desire to create a context: a ground within which processes could play 

out, and conditions in which they could be listened to.   

 

3.2.3 Considerations Specific to Each Movement 

 

 In the first movement, reflections move in both directions, I imagined the piano 

                                                           
2 Ironically, the piano keyboard offers a literally digital interface, being played with the fingers as well 

as exhibiting quantization of the playing surface to 12 discrete steps. 
3 Latency in a digital system is the processing time between a command and its execution, which 

often creates a perceivable delay that can be problematic in musical applications.  



keyboard as the surface of a pond.  In other words, I considered it as bent back on itself, 

forming a circle with the top and bottom notes touching and the surface forming a plane, as 

if viewed in polar projection.  I created a simple algorithm called Flicker, in which each 

individual note triggers a continuous yet irregularly pulsing activitytremollo.  This activity 

is cumulative and builds for five minutes during this movement, eventually losing the 

linearity suggested at the music’s start, and becoming quite dense, before the material of the 

second movement washes over it in a wave.  Prior to the initiation of second movement, the 

action of each key is independent of the others, an individual. 

 

Figure 36: Inside the patch for reflections move in both directions.  Each piano key is assigned its 

own individual program, [flick], that determines its pulse rate and volume. 



 

 
Figure 37: Within each of the [flick] objects values for timing, and on and off controls are 

input.  An unstable metronome (periodically reset internally) begins a ‘drunkard’s walk‘, a 

random interpolation between two given points.  These determine the volume trajectory, and 

the frequency with which the key is struck. 

 

During reflections move in both directions, time is established for the performer, who 

brings each new key pulsating to life with a click on an appropriate part of an onscreen 

keyboard.  The score allows for flexibility within one-minute windows of time, with 

durations suggested by spatial notation but mediated by a performer’s interpretive 

decisions.  The score instructs the performer to play by listening for emergent relationships 

in the aggregating texture, beginning new events in a manner that encourages patterns they 

hear emerging, while remaining within the limitation of the bracketed timeframes. 

 

 

Figure 38: “mrtogs,“ the onscreen keyboard by which musicians play RHEA 

 



 
Figure 39: An example of the notation for the first movement of Unnatural Processes. 

 

 Work on the second movement, border state’s rights, began with an unintentional 

misreading of a melodic fragment from fugue number 12, in G# Minor from Dmitri 

Shostakovich’s 24 Preludes and Fugues for Piano (1955).   

 

A. 

B. 
Figure 40: A. Pitches in the order they appear in the original motive by Shostakovich, and  

                B. My “transposition,“ on which Border States Rights is built. 

 

Since RHEA was playing the piano, rather than a human, I was able to transform the 

melody through an application of diagonal metamorphism, as discussed in Chapter 1, in 

ways that transcend the abilities of a human performer and inspired by works of Conlon 

Nancarrow’s achievementsNancarrow.  The role of the human performer in this movement 

is somewhat like that of a conductor, holding back and at times urging the processes 

forward.  This role is expanded and enhanced in Unnatural Habitats, a computer and 

performer outgrowth of Unnatural Processes. 

 

The progressive process of diagonal metamorphosis allows for degrees of 

obstruction of the melodic motive that is driving it.  In border state’s rights, I progressively 

change the pattern of transformation applied to the underlying repeated motive, clarifying 



or obscuring it by degree over time, adding a kind of cyclic development to the framing 

devices used in the piece.   

 

To this end, I designed a bank of six sequencers, discussed in Chapter 1, with which I 

could implement linear behaviours over groups of notes.  Patterns of transformation of 

register, dynamics, and degree of chromaticism all interact with the initial melodic line, at 

periods independent from it.  This takes place on each of the six sequences individually, 

each at their own rate.  This allowed me to suggest frames of reference to listeners that are 

gradually transformed or obscured.  As the subtitle suggests, I sought a border-state 

between perceptually apprehensible forms. 

 

A1. 

 



A2. 

B1. 

 

 

B2. 

 

 

C1. 

 

 



 

C2. 

 
Figure 41 A(1,2), B(1,2), C(1,2): Border States Rights builds to an incredible density, 

demonstrated here in both raw midi data visualized in a DAW, and in notation generated 

from this. The density is such that both become unreadable.  The results are cumulative 

moving from A to C. 

 

In border state’s rights, there is no global time frame that a performer must adhere to.  

Rather, local time frames in which each action should last between three and twelve seconds 

as determined by the performer hold throughout the movement.  Time becomes a treaty 

compromising large-scale formal concerns with the need for local responsivity in creating 

the conditions for listening to the emergence of pattern. 

 

 

For the last movement, the flock momentarily assumes an aspect of the head of Dmitri 

Shostakovich before departing into the distance, durations are free but proportional indications 

are provided to the performer through spatial notation.  Additionally, although the 

movement seems to progress in a similar manner to the first movement, a subtle change has 

occurred.  In this movement, keys do not behave as individuals, but rather each responds to 

those around it, in the manner of a flock.  This is discussed at the end of Chapter 1 with 

reference to the BOIDS algorithm.  

 

 In Unnatural Processes, each of the three movements create and then frustrate linear 

expectations.  The use of an approach more common to digital synthesis than acoustic piano 



playing, and the use of an acoustic piano for “broadcast” rather than an array of 

loudspeakers as one often finds paired with synthesis, both limited and enabled the 

possibilities for creative action in this piece.  I found these limitations beneficial in that my 

working process focused on patterns of sounds within a unified field of timbre, rather than 

on sound design or more commonly encountered performer-centred concerns.   

 

see also 

Helical Pastimes 

Island in Natural Colours 

Small Island in Ideal Colours 

Streaming 

 


